Securing democracy
in UK trade policy

Developing a transparent and democratic
approach to trade agreements

A Trade Bill has been introduced but provisions to make trade policy
accountable to Parliament are currently lacking and need to be incorporated.
As the law currently stands, the Government has unchecked powers to negotiate
and ratify trade agreements in secret without public or Parliamentary oversight.
This huge democratic deficit must be corrected.
Modern trade agreements affect many aspects of public policy, including jobs,
the environment, health, development and inequality.
At present MPs would have less say on an EU-UK trade deal than MEPs in
the European Parliament, and less say on a potential US-UK deal than the
US Congress.
Provisions must be included in the Trade Bill to ensure that the public is
consulted and Parliament’s consent is secured when developing new trade
policy, that the highest level of transparency is maintained throughout trade
negotiations, and that trade agreements are subject to a debate and a vote in
Parliament with a role for the devolved administrations, prior to ratification.

The impact of Brexit for
UK trade policy
The UK’s decision to leave the EU will have
wide-ranging political and economic impacts in
the UK for the foreseeable future. Brexit will
result in dramatic changes to the way the UK is
governed and how its public policy is developed.
A key feature of the post-Brexit political
landscape will be the return of trade policy to UK
Government competence. This means that for the
first time in 40 years, the UK Government will be
directly responsible for developing an independent
trade strategy and will need to establish new
trading arrangements with partner countries across
the world.

Historically, trade agreements were used to
regulate the transfer of goods between countries
and were limited to the regulation of trade tariffs.
However, since the end of World War Two these
agreements have expanded substantially. Today,
modern trade agreements have widespread impacts
on public policy in the UK and in partner
countries, including countries in the global south.
These agreements touch on most sectors of the
economy and can reduce environmental
protections, undermine human rights and labour
rights standards and have implications for the way
our public services are managed. Many trade
agreements include an investor to state dispute
settlement mechanism (ISDS), which gives
investors the power to sue governments in private
tribunals over actions that threaten their profits.
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Both trade rules and ISDS significantly restrict
governments’ regulatory power and could prevent
future UK and developing country governments
from making domestic policy decisions that are in
the best interests of the public.

What are the current procedures
for trade agreements…

Modern trade agreements have a great impact
on the UK’s domestic policy space. As such,
parliamentary sovereignty demands that
parliamentarians have the powers to scrutinise
and vote on trade agreements. Yet the existing
procedure for the negotiation and ratification of
trade agreements gives the Government unchecked
powers to negotiate trade agreements in secret
and to ratify these agreements without a vote in
Parliament. This procedure sidelines MPs and
provides no right of input for the public or
civil society.

Under existing UK rules, trade agreements are
entirely negotiated under the Royal Prerogative.1
Using its prerogative powers, the Government is
able to:

To be consistent with fundamental democratic
principles, trade negotiations must be opened up to
legislative and public scrutiny. The Government
has introduced a Trade Bill to enable its
independent trade policy after the UK leaves the
EU, but at present it lacks any provision to make
trade policy accountable to parliament. The Trade
Bill must include a new procedure for negotiating
and ratifying trade agreements that guarantees:

…in the UK

decide when and who to start negotiations with;
decide its own priorities and objectives;
conduct negotiations, usually in great secrecy; and
conclude and sign the eventual deal.

UK Procedure for Trade Agreements
Step 1

Under its prerogative powers, the
Government initiates, negotiates
and then signs a trade agreement.
It may then be provisionally
implemented.

Step 2

The Government lays the signed
trade agreement before Parliament,
along with an explanatory
memorandum. The trade agreement
sits before Parliament for 21 sitting
days, in which time it cannot be
ratified.

Step 3

If the Commons does not object to
the trade agreement, it is ratified
and then enters fully into force in
line with its provisions.

Step 4

If the Commons does object to the
trade agreement, by agreeing a
motion on the floor of the House,
the Government can resubmit it
to Parliament for an additional 21
days. This process can be followed
an unlimited number of times.
Parliament cannot outright reject
an agreement.

The right of Parliament to set a thorough
mandate to govern each trade negotiation, with a
remit for the devolved administrations;
The right of the public to be consulted as part of
setting that mandate;
	Full transparency in negotiations;
The right of Parliament to amend and to reject
trade deals, with full debates and scrutiny
guaranteed and a remit for the devolved
administrations; and
The right of Parliament to review trade deals and
withdraw from them in a timely manner.
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Under the current procedure there is no requirement
to consult the public and civil society and no role for
Parliament. There is no requirement for Parliament
to scrutinise the text of trade agreements, and indeed
these are often kept entirely secret until ratification.
There is no guarantee that there will be any
Parliamentary debate on trade agreements.
Parliament becomes involved for ratification,
but in practice the procedure is a nominal one.
This is defined by the Constitutional Reform
and Governance Act 2010 (CRaG Act).2 It is a
no objection ‘negative’ procedure, in which the
Government lays the trade agreement before
Parliament for 21 days and if there is no objection
it is ratified (see box). In theory, Parliament does
have the right to object to trade agreements and
if the objection comes from the Commons the
Government must give an explanation before it
can bring the agreement back to Parliament. Thus
it is conceivable that the Commons could block
ratification by passing repeated resolutions each
time a trade agreement is submitted. Yet, in practice
it is not clear how this could be done.
Firstly, ensuring that trade agreements are debated
and voted on in Parliament is not straightforward.
The Government has little incentive to present
trade agreements for debate, as it would risk
losing a vote. This means that objections to these
agreements would need to be made during an
opposition day debate. However, only 20 days per
session are allocated for opposition day debates,
meaning that an opposition day debate may not be
scheduled during the 21 day period in which a trade
agreement is submitted to Parliament.
If an opposition day debate is scheduled during the
period that a trade agreement is tabled there is still
no guarantee that the agreement will be brought to
a Parliamentary vote. Given that the opposition has
limited opportunities to table issues for debate, it
may choose to prioritise other policy issues. If the
opposition does bring a trade agreement to a vote
and the Commons votes against the agreement,
the Government can lay the original unrevised
agreement before Parliament an unlimited number
of times, granting the Government the effective
power to force through ratification by default.

To make matters worse, in “exceptional cases”
the CRaG Act gives the Government the power to
bypass Parliament completely and to ratify trade
agreements without consulting Parliament. The
Government must provide an explanation for why
a case is exceptional. However, the legislation
does not provide a definition or guide for what
exceptional cases may involve.
There is a clear democratic deficit in this
procedure. Parliament and the public are sidelined
throughout trade negotiations and in the approval
and ratification of trade agreements. This means
that the government has the power to develop
trade agreements that have widespread affects on
the UK economy and public policy development
and management with essentially no oversight or
accountability.
It also means that without significant legislative
reform, the UK may find itself in a situation
in which Brexit reduces rather than increases
democratic control over trade policy. After leaving
the EU, MPs will have less oversight of trade
agreements than UK MEPs currently do in the
European Parliament; and the UK public will have
fewer opportunities to input into trade policy than
our European counterparts.

…in the EU
In the EU, the negotiation and ratification of trade
agreements is governed by Article 207 of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union.3
Under the EU procedure4, before negotiations
begin the European Commission holds a
public consultation and scoping exercise. If it
decides to go ahead with negotiations, it makes
recommendations to the European Council based
on the findings of the consultation and scoping.
The European Council then decides the negotiation
mandate. This sets out the general objectives that
should be achieved through the trade agreement.
With this mandate, the Commission then negotiates
trade agreements on behalf of Member States.
The Commission is required to ensure the European
Parliament is “immediately and fully informed at
all stages”.5 This information must be provided in
sufficient time to take the Parliament’s views into
account.6
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Once EU trade agreements have been negotiated
and the European Council has decided to sign the
agreements they are then submitted for approval.
The procedure for this differs between agreements
that only address issues of EU competence and
‘mixed agreements’ that include issues falling under
both EU and Member States’ competence. For
agreements that are limited to EU competence, first
the European Parliament must give its consent, and
then the European Council must agree to conclude
the agreement. For mixed agreements, in addition,
all EU Member States must complete domestic
ratification procedures prior to the agreement being
ratified at the EU level.
The Commission may also conduct additional
public consultations on trade policy. Beyond this,
civil society organisations can engage with trade
negotiations through the Civil Society Dialogue,
which provides a structured space for information
sharing that is recorded and web-streamed.
After criticism of the lack of transparency during
the TTIP negotiations with the USA, the EU
improved its transparency requirements throughout
trade negotiations by:
making more negotiating texts public;
providing all MEPs with access to additional
restricted documents in a secure reading room;
reducing the number of restricted documents
so that MEPs have access to more information
outside the secure reading room; and
publishing a list of the documents shared with the
European Parliament and the Commission as well
as information about who is being consulted in
relations to trade negotiations.7
The EU’s Trade for All strategy built on these
measures, committing to disclose negotiating
mandates immediately after their adoption and to
make public final trade agreement texts in advance
of the legal revision being completed.8
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Although flawed, the EU procedure for negotiating
and ratifying trade agreements includes greater
transparency and accountability requirements than
the existing UK procedure. This means that rather
than strengthening parliamentary sovereignty,
Brexit will concentrate power in the hands of
Government MPs, and leave the UK Parliament and
public with fewer opportunities to influence and
approve trade agreements. This must not be allowed
to happen. EU transparency and accountability
mechanisms must be used as a baseline and the
Government must, at an absolute minimum, ensure
that the UK’s negotiation and ratification procedure
does not provide fewer opportunities for Parliament
and the public to scrutinise, amend and approve
trade agreements than is available as a member of
the EU.
However, the EU’s procedure for negotiating and
ratifying trade agreements remains deeply flawed.
Its transparency mechanisms are vastly inadequate
and the European Parliament and public continue
to be sidelined in trade negotiations. Even since the
transparency reforms, several MEPs have spoken
out about their inability to access key negotiating
documents, and problems with documents being
heavily redacted.10 An inquiry conducted by the
European Ombudsman in 2015 found that the
Commission’s transparency reforms did not go
far enough and recommended additional action
to ensure trade agreement documents are more
proactively disclosed and to enhance transparency
throughout trade negotiations.11 In spite of this
recommendation little action has been taken and
the Commission faced fresh condemnation in
June 2017 for the lack of transparency in its trade
negotiations with Japan.
Given this, if the Government is serious about
deepening democracy and strengthening
parliamentary sovereignty in post-Brexit UK, it
must build on the EU’s negotiation and ratification
mechanisms to ensure the democratic legitimacy of
trade agreements.
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Establishing a democratic
procedure for developing
trade agreements
Modern trade agreements address an everincreasing number of policy issues and impinge
more and more on the daily lives of citizens in
the UK and abroad. These agreements affect
most aspects of our lives, from the way our
public services are managed to the wages and
working conditions we receive, to our access to
medicine and healthcare. The current procedure
for conducting trade agreements is not suitable
for agreements of this nature. New provisions are
required to ensure trade agreements are subject to
appropriate levels of scrutiny and accountability.
The Government has introduced a Trade Bill
intended to provide an “international trading
framework for the UK outside of the European
Union”.12 A fundamental component of any
international trading framework is a democratic
process for the development of trade agreements
and this needs to be incorporated into the bill.
Historically, trade agreements have been politically
controversial.13 A democratic set of procedures on
mandate, consultation, scrutiny and ratification
would ensure that the broadest possible group
of stakeholders can input into agreements. This
would then result in the development of better trade
agreements with greater public support.

Ensuring transparency in
trade negotiations
At present, the Government is not required to
publicly release any information during trade
negotiations. The lack of transparency in trade
negotiations has received sustained public criticism
in the UK and internationally. This criticism
has led to increasing acceptance of the need for
transparency in trade negotiations and has resulted
in some improvements to international negotiation
processes.
In addition to the recent EU reforms discussed
above, the WTO now publishes submissions
made by member states during negotiations and
reports by committee chairs on its website. The
USA has also committed to publish negotiation
objectives prior to starting trade negotiations,
impact assessments for all trade agreements, and
negotiating texts before signing trade agreements.

The international push towards transparency in
trade negotiations has been welcome. However,
there remains substantial room for improvement
and there is extensive international precedent for
further transparency in international negotiations
on other issues. For example, the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
publishes negotiating texts and submissions from
parties prior to the start of its negotiations. The draft
text of the Paris Agreement was released in advance
of the Conference of Parties in December 2015.
Subsequent versions of the text were then publicly
released throughout the negotiations, ensuring all
parties had access to information as it evolved.14
Transparency throughout these negotiations did not
hamper government negotiations; rather, it enabled
governments to increase their level of ambition,
which improved the outcome of the COP.
Transparency is the norm in a wide range of
intergovernmental organisations, from the World
Health Organisation to the World Intellectual
Property Organisation, to the Human Rights
Council to the Aarhus Convention. In such
organisations it is routine for draft negotiation
documents to be released throughout negotiations
processes, and for meetings to be open to accredited
observers and event broadcast live on websites.
Disclosure of negotiation mandates and draft
negotiating texts is one element of transparency in
international trade negotiations. However, another
aspect is that decisions about what is included in
UK trade agreements are influenced by external
actors including stakeholders from the business
sector, academia, and in some cases civil society.
The public has a right to know what consultations
the Government is conducting when it is
developing its trade policy and which stakeholders
the Government is meeting with during these
consultations.
Beyond this, best practice requires that impact
assessments be carried out as an integral part of
conducting trade agreements in order to identify
any negative social, human rights, environmental
and economic impacts, both in the UK and in
partner countries.15 Such assessments should be
carried out when scoping potential agreements in
order to inform consultation, debate and decision
making. They should also be conducted once the
final shape of a draft agreement is known, and
periodically when an agreement is in place.
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Impact assessments must be published in good
time and their findings communicated in nontechnical language. To be effective, their findings
and recommendations must be taken into account
and acted upon. When negative impacts are
identified, they must be mitigated and if the impact
is too serious to mitigate, then the relevant part
of the agreement should cease to be negotiated or
implemented.
The EU’s sustainability impact assessments
consider social, environmental and human
rights impacts of trade agreements, in addition
to the economic impacts,16 although the current
assessments have been widely criticised for failing
to acknowledge the full impact of trade agreements
on human rights and labour rights conditions and
environmental standards.
The UK should build on the EU’s approach by
ensuring that impact assessments are completed by
independent experts that are external to DIT and
who have access to negotiating texts. Concerns
about conflict of interest could be reduced by
relocating responsibility for the funding and
management of impact assessments to another
Government department, DFID being an obvious
choice. The UK could also strengthen the impact
assessment methodology by following the UN
Guiding Principles on Human Rights Impact
Assessments for Trade Agreements.17

Recommendations
The international direction of travel is towards
increased transparency. The UK should follow
this trend by guaranteeing the highest level of
transparency throughout trade negotiations by
committing to publish:
negotiation objectives and mandates prior to
initiating trade negotiations;
comprehensive and independent ex ante
impact assessments of all potential trade
agreements prior to initiating trade
negotiations;
all documents and negotiation texts that are
tabled during before and after each round of
negotiations; and
comprehensive and independent ex post
impact assessments of all trade agreements.
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Establishing a meaningful role
for Parliament
Modern trade agreements severely restrict
Governments’ policy space and regulatory power.
At a domestic level Parliament is the body that
makes new laws in the UK and Members of
Parliament scrutinise public policy throughout all
stages of the policy-making process. In contrast,
the current procedure for the negotiation and
ratification of trade agreements does not even
guarantee an affirmative vote for Parliament on
trade agreements.
The UK is a dualist state, which means that the
ratification of international treaties, including
trade agreements, does not automatically result
in their provisions being incorporated into UK
law. The provisions set out in these treaties are
only applicable in the UK once they have been
incorporated into UK law. In theory, this means
that the Parliament can prevent international
trade agreements from being implemented when
their provisions are incorporated into domestic
legislation. However, when the UK ratifies a treaty
it is bound to the terms of the treaty as a matter
of international law, irrespective of whether the
treaty is incorporated into domestic legislation.
The UK respects international law and is therefore
committed to transposing international agreements
into domestic law in line with its legal obligations.
It is also the case that much of the content of
trade agreements, including many of the most
controversial aspects, such as ISDS, do not require
implementing legislation. Given this, it is important
that these agreements are subject to adequate
scrutiny prior to ratification so that Parliament has
oversight of the policy-making process.
Trade agreements can restrict Parliament’s
legislative rights, so it is essential that
Parliamentary sovereignty is maintained through
reform of the UK’s procedure for the negotiation
and ratification of trade agreements.
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Parliamentary oversight of
trade negotiations
There are differing approaches to the level of
Parliamentary oversight of the establishment of a
negotiation mandate and the negotiation of trade
agreements. A model that could be helpful is that of
some EU countries which have domestic procedures
that ensure their parliaments have oversight of
mandates.
In Denmark, for issues of major significance,
including trade agreements, the Danish Government
is required to get a mandate from the European
Affairs Committee of the Danish Parliament prior
to developing positions in the European Council.
If this position is revised it must be re-submitted to
the Committee for a new mandate. The Netherlands
and Finland have similar procedures that are
politically rather than legally binding.18 These
provide good examples of how Parliament can
oversee and scrutinise trade agreements, which the
UK should seek to replicate.
The UK already has a House of Commons
International Trade Committee that was established
to “examine the expenditure, administration
and policy of the Department for International
Trade and its associated public bodies.”19 The
Committee does not currently have an official
remit to oversee and scrutinise trade negotiations
and agreements. However, its remit could be
expanded to include similar powers as the European
Scrutiny Committee. This would ensure Committee
members could meaningfully oversee and scrutinise
UK trade policy. Alternatively, a parallel Trade
Scrutiny Committee could be established.
The committee, whether it be the expanded
International Trade Committee or a parallel Trade
Scrutiny Committee, should have a remit to access
trade negotiation documents and a responsibility to
review, amend and approve negotiating mandates
and draft negotiation texts. Adequate time is needed
for the committee to scrutinise documents and
for the Government to then revise its negotiating
position.

Recommendations
The Government should broaden the scope of
the House of Commons International Trade
Committee, or establish a Trade Scrutiny
Committee, so that Parliament has a mandate
to:
review and recommend amendments to
negotiating positions in advance of the
negotiations;
review impact assessments and make
recommendations about whether the
Government should proceed with trade
negotiations; and
scrutinise and recommend amendments to
draft agreements.

A vote on trade agreements
The existing ratification procedure does not
guarantee a Parliamentary vote on trade
agreements, meaning that the UK Parliament has
less oversight of trade agreements than legislatures
of many trading partners. In the EU, trade
agreements are voted on by the EP and a majority
vote is required for the agreements to be approved.
In the USA, under the fast track process, once trade
agreements have been agreed they are brought to an
‘up or down’ vote in both chambers of Congress.20
To be effective, Parliament should be able to amend
and vote on the agreement. The Government
has expressed concerns that giving Parliament a
meaningful vote would result in partner countries
offering ‘bad deals’. However, it is good democratic
practice to guarantee Parliament an affirmative
vote on trade agreements. Further, increasing
Parliament’s oversight in this way may strengthen
rather than weaken the UK’s negotiating position,
as negotiators would not have a mandate to concede
ground throughout the negotiations.21
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Recommendations
Given the broad impacts that trade agreements
have on domestic policy, the Government should
develop a best practice approach to trade
agreement ratification that guarantees:
all trade agreements are subject to full
Parliamentary debates;
Parliament is mandated to amend
agreements; and
all trade agreements are subject to an
affirmative vote in Parliament.

Establishing a meaningful role
for devolved administrations
The UK’s Devolution Acts grant Westminster
full power over international trade. However, the
domestic impact of many trade agreements extends
beyond the competence of Westminster. Devolved
administrations have responsibility for a broad
range of policy issues including health, education,
agriculture, and the environment. Many modern
trade agreements include provisions that lower
environmental standards, open up public services
to privatisation, and expand intellectual property
rights, increasing the cost of medicines. These
agreements encroach on devolved administrations’
policy space, restricting their ability to make public
policy in these areas.
Similarly, where agreements include investor
to state dispute settlement clauses, the UK
Government could be sued for policy decisions
made by devolved administrations. The
memorandum of understanding between the
UK and the devolved administrations states that
devolved administrations are responsible for paying
any legal fees and tribunal fines that result from
policy decisions made in their jurisdictions.22 Given
this, concerns about the threat of arbitration could
result in regulatory chill, constraining devolved
administrations ability and willingness to make
important policy decisions.
Given this, devolved administrations should be
guaranteed an affirmative vote on trade agreements.
This would reflect processes in the EU, where
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trade agreements that impact on policy areas that
fall under member states’ competence need to be
ratified by each member state in addition to the EC.
In Belgium, regional parliaments are guaranteed the
right to approve trade agreements under article 167
of the federal constitution. This means that for EU
trade agreements that impact on domestic policy in
Belgium, all regional governments are guaranteed
a vote on these agreements. The UK’s devolved
administrations should be ensured the same right to
vote on trade agreements.
Further steps should also be taken to strengthen
devolved administrations’ oversight of the UK’s
trade policy. The UK Government has already
established a Joint Ministerial Committee on EU
Negotiations to facilitate engagement with devolved
administrations as it negotiates its withdrawal
from the EU. A similar committee should also
be established to facilitate communication and
consultation regarding the UK’s trade policy.
Beyond this, the Government should include
representatives from devolved administrations in its
official negotiating teams, enabling them to oversee
and feed into negotiations. This approach has
been partially implemented in Canada, where the
federal Government has the full power to conclude
trade agreements but cannot oblige provincial
authorities to implement these agreements.
During CETA negotiations, representatives from
provincial authorities were included in Canada’s
negotiating team.23 This approach would increase
the democratic legitimacy of trade agreements
and reduce the risk of these agreements being
challenged by devolved administrations during the
ratification process.

Recommendations
The Government should ensure a meaningful
role for devolved administrations in the
development of trade policy by:
guaranteeing devolved administrations a vote
on all trade agreements;
establishing a Joint Ministerial Committee on
International Trade; and
including representatives from devolved
administrations as observers in official UK
trade delegations.
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Facilitating public and civil
society participation
Between October 2016 and March 2017 nine
out of ten meetings held by Ministers from the
Department for International Trade (DIT) were with
business stakeholders.24 Increased access to policymakers inevitably leads to increased influence
over the policy that is being produced. In order to
address the imbalance in stakeholder consultation,
a transparent consultation process is required that
ensures the public and civil society have the same
access to DIT, and the same ability to influence UK
trade policy as big business lobbies.

Public consultation
A robust procedure for public consultation and
input throughout trade negotiations is crucial
to build public trust in trade agreements. It will
also lead to the development of trade agreements
that have better outcomes for the UK public.
The broad impact that many trade agreements
have on environmental standards and regulation
also means that the UK is required to ensure
public participation in trade agreement processes
under Article 3(7) of the Aarhus Convention,
which obliges governments to promote access to
information and public participation in international
environmental decision-making processes.25
Under existing legislation, the Government is not
required to consult the public about its trade policy.
DIT may choose to carry out public consultations
and has in past months engaged with some civil
society groups. However, there is no guarantee that
it will continue to do this and there is no framework
for how public consultations should be facilitated.
Without a transparent consultation procedure that
guarantees the public’s right of input, there is a
clear risk that the UK public will have less ability
to input into trade policy after leaving the EU. This
will reduce the democratic legitimacy of the UK’s
new trade policy and increases the likelihood of
public backlash against future trade agreements.
The USA’s mandatory public consultation system
is a model that the UK could replicate in order to
guarantee the UK public’s right of input. Under this
system, there is a much clearer procedure for public
consultations, which must be carried out for 90day prior to the initiation of all trade negotiations.
However, there is substantial room to improve on

this system and to guarantee consultations are open
and inclusive. For example, in order to redress
the disproportionate level of access and influence
that business stakeholders have throughout trade
negotiations, the Government would also need to
ensure that public consultation processes address
issues of public interest such as the impact of trade
agreements on human rights and labour rights
conditions, environmental standards, and public
service provisions.

Recommendations
The UK Government should develop a robust
procedure that guarantees the public’s right
of input into trade agreements, including a
commitment to:
facilitate mandatory public consultations prior
to trade negotiations;
publish DIT consultation schedules as well as
information on who is being consulted when
developing a mandate for trade negotiations;
and
publish public consultation reports prior to
initiating trade negotiations.

Civil society consultation
and participation
The Government should also develop a transparent
and inclusive process to consult with civil society
when developing trade policy and throughout trade
negotiations. Currently, the Government is not
obliged to consult civil society, meaning that the
level of engagement is determined by DIT. Without
clear guidelines for civil society consultation, there
is no mechanism to ensure that civil society has
equal access to policy makers as other stakeholders
or to ensure that, when civil society is engaged, a
broad range of stakeholders are consulted.
Internationally, there are varying levels of civil
society participation in the development of trade
policy. On paper, the USA’s advisory committee
system is one of the more comprehensive
consultation processes. This system consists of 28
advisory committees, which enables approximately
700 citizen advisors to gain access to confidential
information and comment on draft agreements.
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Civil society can provide input into trade policy
through this system. However, in practice, business
interests dominate the advisory committees and a
majority of advisory committee members are from
private firms.26 Additionally, the recommendations
and advice given by civil society representatives
is often overlooked, meaning that civil society
representatives have few opportunities to input
meaningfully into trade policy.27 In the EU,
consultations are targeted towards corporate
stakeholders and questionnaires provide limited
scope to address social and environmental concerns.
Further, the civil society dialogue is largely oneway, which severely limits scope for meaningful
civil society scrutiny of and input into EU trade
policy. These challenges demonstrate the need for
full transparency in negotiations to ensure that
civil society has equal access to information about
trade agreements and the ability to engage with
Government departments that are responsible for
trade policy.
There are examples of civil society being granted
a meaningful role in multilateral and regional
negotiations, which demonstrate the benefit
of increased civil society consultation and
participations. The Cotonou Agreement sets out a
legal framework for the participation of non-state
actors in trade negotiations.28 This framework
led some countries, such as Guyana, Jamaica and
Mauritius, to include non-state actors as observers
in official delegations, although a majority of these
actors were from the private sector.29 ECOWAS
took this a step further during the Economic
Partnership Agreement negotiations with the EU.
Private sector and civil society representatives
were included in its negotiating team and actively
participated in all elements of the negotiations.
Civil society actors were able to use this space to
put forward alternative market access schemes that
offered better development opportunities for West
African countries.30 Outside of trade negotiations,
the Aarhus Convention also gives accredited
observers the same speaking rights as parties and a
mandate to contribute to the development of texts
throughout the negotiations.31
It is important that civil society groups participating
in such processes should not have restrictions
placed upon them as to what they can communicate.
Civil society must also be able to organise
themselves – participation should not be limited to
handpicked groups.
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Recommendations
The Government should establish an inclusive
procedure for engaging civil society in trade
negotiations by:
establishing an NGO Advisory board that
provides an open spectrum of civil society
representatives with access to information
about, and a remit to scrutinise, UK trade
policy, UK negotiating mandates and draft
negotiation texts; and
including civil society representatives as
observers in official UK trade delegations.

Enabling the termination of
trade agreements
An important element of parliamentary sovereignty
is the ability of existing and future governments
to review and reverse policy decisions made by
previous governments. The right to terminate or
withdraw from a treaty is also established in the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.32 Yet,
many trade agreements include ‘overhang’ clauses
that bind parties for ten or 20 years after they have
left an agreement. These clauses guarantee that
international investors continue to benefit from
the provisions of a trade agreement, even after
a country has withdrawn from the agreement. If
an agreement includes an ISDS mechanism, for
example, public policy decisions made by future
governments or devolved administrations that run
counter to the interests of international investors
could result in lengthy lawsuits and hefty fines.
CETA provides a clear example of this. Article 30.9
includes a ‘sunset clause’ on investment protection,
which ensures that all investments made prior to
the termination of an agreement would continue
to be subject to the provisions of the agreement
for 20 years.33 CETA was provisionally applied in
the UK on 21 September 2017. Under provisional
application the UK would not be bound by these
conditions. However, if CETA is fully ratified
prior to Brexit, the UK will continue to be subject
to CETA’s investment provisions in spite of its
withdrawal from the EU.34
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Recommendations
The Government should ensure that new trade
agreements do not lock-in future governments to
certain policy decisions, restricting their policymaking capacity and regulatory power. To do
this it should:
only conclude trade and investment
agreements that include termination clauses;
exclude long notice periods and sunset clauses
for investment protection measures; and
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